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Abstract 
We present a variety of results concerning characterization, number, distribution and some 
aspects of stability of r-kings (r = 2 4) of bipartite tournaments. 
1. Introduction and notation 
A special class of  vertices in ordinary tournaments, called kings, was first intro- 
duced by Landau [5]. He proved that each ordinary tournament T contains a king - -  
a vertex from which every vertex of  T can be reached in at most 2 steps, i.e. by 
a path of length ~< 2. Many results concerning the kings of  ordinary tournaments can 
be found in [1,6,8]. An r-king (r>~2) of a digraph D is a vertex of D from 
which any other vertex of  D can be reached in ~<r steps. Gutin [3] proved 
that each k-partite (k~>2) tournament with at most one transmitter contains a 
4-king and that there exist infinitely many multipartite tournaments without 
3-kings. The same was rediscovered independently by Petrovic and Thomassen [7]. 
Recently, Koh and Tan [4] obtained several results on 3- and 4-kings of k-partite 
tournaments. 
A bipartite tournament is defined as an orientation of  a complete bipartite graph. 
T(A, B) will denote a bipartite tournament with partite sets A and B. When no con- 
fusion arises the short form T will be used. V(T) denotes the vertex set of T. As 
in [4], s(v) and s- (v)  denote the out-degree (score) and the in-degree of a ver- 
tex v, and O(v) and I(v) represent its outset and inset, respectively. A vertex v 
is a transmitter (resp. receiver) of a digraph D if s- (v)  = 0 (resp. s(v) = 0). 
M(A) (resp. M(B))  denotes the set of  vertices of A (resp. B) with maximal 
score, i.e. 
M(A) = {v C A I s(v)>~s(u) for each u E A}, 
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and 
M(B) : {v E B I s(v)>~s(u) for each u E B}. 
In this paper all tournaments are bipartite. Kr(T) denotes the set of r-kings of T and 
kr(T) = Igr (T ) l .  gr(A) denotes the set of r-kings of A, i.e., Kr(A) = Kr (T)AA,  and 
kr(A) = [Kr(A) I. K~(B) and k~(B) are defined similarly. I fP  and Q are disjoint subsets 
of V(T), then P --~ Q denotes that each vertex of P dominates each vertex of Q. In 
particular, when P = {v} or Q = {v} we will write v --~ Q and P ~ v instead of 
{v} --~ Q and P -~ {v}. The distance from u to v in T, denoted by dr(u, v), or simply 
d(u, v), is the length of a shortest path from u to v in T. If there is no such path 
we write dr(u,v) -- cxz. The inequality d(P,Q)<~r denotes that d(u,v)<~r for each 
uEP,  vEQ.  
2. 2- and 3-kings 
We first deal with 2-kings - -  the vertices of a bipartite tournament T such that 
any vertex of T can be reached from them in ~<2 steps. This rather strong condition 
implies that 2-kings appear very rarely as can be seen below. 
Lemma 1. A vertex v of a bipartite tournament T(A,B) is a 2-king iff v is the unique 
transmitter in T. 
Proof. Let v E Kz(T). W.l.o.g. assume that v E K2(A). Then d(v,B) = 1 and 
d(v ,A -v )  = 2. So, v ~ B and s-(u)  > 0 for each u E V(T) -v .  Hence, v is 
the unique transmitter of T(A,B). 
Conversely, suppose v E A is the unique transmitter of T(A,B). Then d(v,B) = 1 
and s - (y )  > 0 for each y E A - v. It follows that d(v, A - v) = 2. So, v E K2(T). [] 
Corollary 1. A bipartite tournament contains at most one 2-king. 
Lemma 1 also indicates that 2-kings of bipartite tournaments are not of great interest. 
The 3-kings are much more interesting. One characterization has already been given 
in [4]. We present another one. 
Lemma 2. A vertex v E A of a bipartite tournament T(A,B) is a 3-king iff the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) O(v)~ O(x) for each x E A - v; 
(b) B contains no transmitter. 
Proof. Let v E K3(A) and x E A - v. Then d(v,x) = 2. The existence of the 2-path 
v ~ t --+ x implies t E O(v) and t E l(x). Hence, O(v) q~ O(x). Since for each y E B 
there is a v - y path, s - (y )  > 0, i.e. y is not a transmitter. 
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Conversely, let v E A satisfy (a) and (b). We show that v c K3(T). Obviously, (a) 
implies that d(v,A - v) = 2. Let y E B. Since case y C O(v) is trivial, we assume 
y E I(v). By (b) there is x C A - v such that x ~ y. A 2-path from v to x followed 
by the arc x --+ y yields a v - y 3-path. So, d(v, V(T))~<3, i.e. v E K3(T). [] 
A bipartite tournament T(A,B) is said to be of  the type (m,p;n,q)3 if IAI = m, 
IBI -- n, A contains exactly p 3-kings and B contains exactly q 3-kings. An all-3-kings 
bipartite tournament is that of the type (m,m;n,n)3. 
Soltes proved in [9] that there exists a bipartite tournament T(A,B) of diameter 3 iff 
n 2~<n~<m~<(l;~j) where IAI--m, IBI = n .  According to the definition above this can 
be stated as follows: 
Theorem 1 (Soltes [9]). A bipartite tournament T(A,B) of the type (m,m;n,n)3, 
n m>~n>>-2 exists !ffm-.~ ( l~).  
As an immediate consequence we obtain: 
Theorem 2. I f  m, n, p and q are integers such that 
( q ) m>~p, n>~q, 2<~q<~p<~ [ 2J ' 
then there exists a bipartite tournament T(A,B) of the type (m,p;n,q)3. 
Proof. Let T(P,Q), IPI = p, IQI : q be an all-3-kings bipartite tournament existing 
by Theorem 1. Denote by T(A,B) a bipartite tournament defined as 
(a) A =PUR,  PAR=O,  [R l=m-p;  B=Qus, Qns:~,IsI :n -q ,  
(b) The arcs between P and Q are induced by T(P,Q); A --+ S ,Q-+R.  
It is easy to see that K3(T(A,B)) = P U Q. [] 
3. 4-kings 
As has been pointed out in [3,7], a bipartite tournament may contain no r-king for 
any r. For example, any one with two or more transmitters has no r-kings for all r. 
If the number of transmitters in T(A, B) is ~ 1, then, by [3] or by Theorem 1 in [7], 
T(A,B) contains a 4-king. As the existence of a transmitter implies existence of a 
unique 2-king (Lemma 1), we restrict our attention to bipartite tournaments without 
transmitters. 
Lemma 3. Let T(A,B) be a bipartite tournament with no transmitter. I f  x c M(A), 
then l(x) C K4(T). 
Proof. By Theorem 8 [2], x E K4(T). This implies d(x,B)<~3. Then for each y E I(x), 
d(y, B)~< 4. To complete the proof we have to show that d(y,A)~< 3. That is trivial for 
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v E O(y). So, let v ~ y. Since s(x)>~s(v), y ---~x and v ---, y, there is a vertex z E B 
such that x ~ z and z ~ v. Thus, we get the 3-path y ---* x ~ z ~ v showing that 
d(y,A)<~3. [] 
The next result is stronger than Theorem 4 of  [4]. 
Theorem 3. Let T(A,B) be a bipartite tournament with no transmitter. Then 
k4(A)~>2 and kn(B)~>2. 
Proof. First notice that the condition implies ]A] ~>2 and IB]/>2. Let x E M(A) and 
y E M(B). By Theorem 8 [2], x, y E Ka(T). W.l.o.g. we may assume x --+ y. As x 
is not a transmitter there is a vertex z E B dominating x. By Lemma 3, z E K4(T). 
Hence, ka(B)~>2. I f  there is a vertex t E A -x  such that s(t) = s(x) or t ~ y, then, by 
a similar argument, t E K4(T) and the proof is finished. So, assume that y ---* A - x. 
Let u be a vertex of  maximal score in I(x) and v a vertex of  A dominating u. 
We claim that v is a 4-king. Since u is a 4-king (by Lemma 3), d(u,A)<~3 and 
consequently d(v,A)<~4. Also d(v, O(x)U O(v))~<3 holds. To complete the proof it 
remains to show that d(v,I(x) n I(v)) = 3. Let w E I(x) N I(v). As v ~ u, w ~ v 
and s(u)>-s(w), there is t E A such that u ~ t, t ~ w. Consequently, there is the 
path v --+ u ~ t ~ w showing d(v,B)<~3. Thus, v E K4(T) and the theorem is 
proved. [] 
A bipartite tournament T(A,B) is said to be of the type (m,p;n,q)4 i f  [A[ = m, 
IB[ = n, A contains exactly p 4-kings and B contains exactly q 4-kings. Accordingly, 
we have: 
Theorem 4. Given integers m, n, p, q such that m/> n > 0, m >t p >t 0 and n >i q >t 0, 
there exists a bipartite tournament T(A,B) of the type (m, p;n,q)4 except for the 
following cases: 
(a) (m, 1;n,q)4, n~q>O,  
(b) (m,p;n, 1)4, m>~p>O, 
(C) (1,0; 1,0)4. 
Proof. Clearly, each bipartite tournament of  the type (a) has no transmitter. By 
Theorem 3 each of  its partition sets contains at least two 4-kings. Thus, there is no 
bipartite tournament of  the type (m, 1;n,q)4, n>~q > 0. For a similar reason the same 
holds for (b). The case (c) is trivial. Now assume m~n>~2 and quadruple (m,p;n,q)4 
is none of  (a) and (b). A few particular cases will be considered and for each one 
we will construct a corresponding bipartite tournament. In all of  these constructions, 
unspecified arcs are understood to be oriented from B to A. 
(1) (m,0;n, 0)4: The arcs of  T(A,B) can be defined as A --~B. 
(2) (m, 1;n,0)4: Let T(A,B) have a unique transmitter in A. 
(3) (m,0;n, 1)4: Similar to (2). 
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(4) (m,p;n,q)4: p>~2, q>~2. W.l.o.g. we may assume p>~q. Let A = {Vl . . . . .  Vm}, 
B = {ul . . . . .  Un} be disjoint sets and let T(A,B) be the bipartite tournament defined as 
V i --~ {Ui, Uq+ 1 . . . . .  Un} fo r  i = 1 . . . . .  q - 1, 
{t)q,/)q+l . . . .  , 1)p} -'-4 {Uq, Uq+ l . . . . .  Un} , 
{Up+l ,  Up+2 . . . . .  l)m} ----> {Uq+l,  Uq+2 . . . . .  Un}. 
Then K4(A) = {va . . . . .  Vp}, K4(B ) = {U 1 . . . . .  Uq}, i.e. T(A,B) is of the type 
(m, p; n,q)4. [] 
The next two lemmas present some useful properties of 4-kings of bipartite 
tournaments. 
Lemma 4. Let T(A,B) be a bipartite tournament. I f  x E K4(A) and y E A such that 
d(x, y) = 4, then y E K4(A). 
Proof. It follows from d(x, y) = 4 that O(x) c O(y). Let z E V(T) - x - y. Then 
d(x,z)<~4. Let x ~ u ---* - . .  --~ z be a shortest x - z path of length ~<4. Since 
O(x)C_O(y), y ---. u and y ~ u ~ ..- --~ z is a y-z  path of length ~<4. Thus, 
d(y ,V(T)  -x)~<4.  If O(y) - O(x) 7 ~ ~, then d(y,x)  = 2 and we are finished. 
So, assume O(y) = O(x) and consequently, l (y )  = I(x). Let z E I(x). Then, as 
x C K4(A), d(y,z)  = 3. This implies d(y,x)  = 3, and thus d(y,x)<.4. So, 
d(y, V(T))~<4, i.e. y E K4(A). [] 
Corollary 2. Let T(A,B) be a bipartite tournament, x E K4(A) and y E A - K4(A). 
Then d(x, y) = 2. 
Lemma 5. Let T(A,B) be a bipartite tournament with K4(T) ¢ 0. Then for each 
x E V(T ) -  K4(T) there exists y E K4(T) such that d (x ,y )>4.  
Proof. If T(A,B) has a transmitter the statement holds trivially. So, suppose that 
T(A,B) has no transmitter and that there is a vertex x E V(T) -  K4(T) such that 
d(x,y)<~4 for each y E K4(T). W.l.o.g. we may assume that x E A -  K4(A). 
First assume x ~ z for some z E K4(B). From d(z,A)<~3 and d(z,B - K4(B)) = 2 
(Corollary 2) we get d(x,A)<~4 and d(x,B)<<,3. Thus, x E K4(A), a contradiction. 
So, Ka(B) ~ x and, by assumption, d(x, K4(B)) = 3. Let b E M(B). Then b E K4(B) 
[2]. By Lemma 3, I(b) CK4(A). Thus, b --~ A-  K4(A). Further, from the assumption 
d(x,b) = 3 and b --~ A - K4(A) we get d(x,A -- Ka(A)) ~<4. Consequently, d(x,A)<~4. 
Now if d(x ,B -  K4(B))~<3, then d(x,B)<~3 implying x E K4(A), a contradiction. 
If B -  Ka(B) = (3 then s(x) = 0 and d(x, v) = ~ for each v E V(T) -x  completing 
the proof. So, assume that there is y E B -K4(B)  such that y --~ x and d(x, y)>15. 
We now show that y is a 4-king. First observe that it follows from y ~ x and 
d(x, K4(B))<~3 that d(y, K4(B))<~4. Next we show that d(y,A)<~3. If d(x,A) = 2 
then, by Theorem 1 [4], x E K3(A), a contradiction. So, assume that d(x,t) = 4 for 
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some t E A. Let x ~ bl --~ al ~ b2 --~ t (al E A, bl, b2 E B) be a shortest x - t 
path. Then d(x,y)>.5 implies y ~ al and consequently, d(y,t)<~3. Thus, d(y,A)<.3. 
In particular, d(y,a)<.3 where a E M(A)_CK4(A). Finally, let t E B -  K4(B). Since 
d(y,a)<~3 and a --~ t (Lemma 3), d(y,t)<~4, i.e. d(y,B -K4(B))~<4.  So, y E K4(T), 
a contradiction. This completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 6. Each bipartite tournament T(A,B) with no transmitter and M(A) ~ A, 
M(B) ~ B contains vertices x E M(A) and y E B -M(B)  such that x ~ y or vertices 
z E M(B) and t E A - M(A) such that z --* t. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that B - M(B) --~ M(A) and A - M(A) --* M(B). Let 
u EM(A)  and v EA -M(A) .  Then d(u,v) -- cxD, a contradiction since u E K4(T). [] 
4. Stability of 4-kings 
Reversing some arcs of  a bipartite tournament T(A,B) may convert some 4-kings 
into non-4-kings and vice versa. A similar effect may result by adding new vertices. 
As in [1] we say that a particular 4-king is toppled i f  reversing some arcs or adding 
new vertices makes it a non-4-king in the resulting bipartite tournament. An all-4-kings 
bipartite tournament T(A,B) is called k-stable (k~ 1) if no 4-king of  T(A,B) can be 
toppled by reversing any k arcs. A stable tournament is understood to mean a 1-stable 
tournament. 
The following results are bipartite generalizations of those given in [1]. 
Lemma 7. Each partition set of  a k-stable bipartite tournament T(A,B) contains at 
least 2k + 2 vertices. 
Proof. The reversal of  k or fewer arcs must not produce a transmitter or receiver. 
This implies that s(x)>~k + 1 and s-(x)>~k + 1 for each x E V(T). Consequently, 
]A i~>2k+2 and [Bi~>2k+2. [] 
Theorem 5. For each m>.n~2k + 2 there exists a k-stable bipartite tournament 
T(A,B) with IAI = m, [BI -- n. 
Proof. Let A = {vl . . . . .  /)m} and B = {u 1 . . . . .  Un} and 
l) i ----4 {Ui, Ui+I , . . . ,Ui+k} (i = 1 .. . . .  n -  1), 
{Vn, l)n+l . . . . .  Bin) --'> {Un, Ul . . . . .  Uk}, 
where indices of  u's are taken modulo n. All other arcs are directed from B to A. It 
is easy to check that the T(A,B) so constructed is an all-4-kings bipartite tournament. 
Even more, we claim that for each pair x, y E V(T), x ~ y, there are at least k + 1 
internally disjoint x - y paths and at least k + 1 internally disjoint y - x paths, each 
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of length ~<4. Since s (x)>~k + 1 for each x E V(T)  it is sufficient to show the 
existence of at least k + I internally disjoint l)i - -  Uj paths and at least k + 1 inter- 
nally disjoint uj - vi paths, each of length ~<3, for each l ~ i ,  j~n .  (Since all ver- 
tices Vn, Vn+l,...,13 m have the same outsets and insets and all can be contracted to v~. 
So, we may assume m = n.) Two cases will be considered. All indices are taken 
modulo n. 
Case 1: UJ --~ vi. Then vi ~ ui ~ vj-k --~ ui, vi ---+ ui+l ---, vj-k+l ~ u j , . . . , v i  --+ 
ui+k --+ vj ~ uj represent k + 1 internally disjoint vi - uj 3-paths. On the other hand, 
blj----+l)i, U j - - -~Ui+l - - -+bl i+k+l- - -~Ui ,  1Aj - - - -+Vi+2-- -+Ui+k+Z-- -~Ui , . . . ,U j - - - -+l ) j _k_ l - - - -~bl j_ l - - -+Ui ;  
Uj  ----o L,j+ 1 --~ blj+ 1 ~ Vi ' Igj ----+ Uj+ 2 ~ U j+2 ~ Pi . . . . .  btj ----+ U i_  1 --~ U i_  1 --+ L' i 
represent n -  (k + 1)~>k + 1 internally disjoint uj -v i  paths of  lengths ~<3. 
Case 2: v~ ---+ uj. Then i<~j<<.i + k. Now the required v i -  uj paths are 
U i ~ U i ----+ Ui+ 1 ----+ blj, U i --~ Ui+ I ~ l!i+ 2 -----~ b l j , . . . ,U  i ---+ bt j _  1 ~ Uj ~ Uj ,  1) i ----+ 1l/, 
vi --~ U/+l ~ vj_k ---, uj, vi ~ uj+2 ~ v/-k+x ---+ uj . . . . .  vi ~ ui+k ~ vi- l  ~ uj. Finally, 
b/j ~ U j+ 1 ~ H i+k+ 1 ---+ Ui, blj ~ Uj+2 ----+ Ui+k+2 ----+ Ui . . . .  ,b!j ~ t'y--k--~ ~ Ui t ~ Vi are 
n - (k + 1 ) >~ k + 1 internally disjoint uj - vi 3-paths. 
The proof is complete. [] 
Regarding the vulnerability of  4-kings of bipartite tournaments under the addition 
of  vertices, the following lemma is important. It shows that no 4-king of  a bipartite 
tournament can be toppled via vertex additions without the appearance of new 4-kings. 
That is a natural generalization of  Theorem 6 in [1]. 
Lemma 8. Let  T (A ,B)  be a bipartite tournament with no transmitter and T I (A I ,B1)  
a bipartite supertournament o f  T (A ,B)  such that 
(a) A C_A1, B C B1, (A1 U B1) -  (A U B) ~ 0; 
(b) K4( T1 ) 5~ 13; 
(c) K4(T1 ) C V(T) .  
Then K4(T) C K4(T1). 
Proof. Let A' = A1 - A and B' = B1 - B. Then A ~ U B' ~ 13. We consider two cases. 
(1) T1 has a transmitter: Denote it by t. Clearly, t EA 'UB ' .  If t is the only 
transmitter of TI, then it is a 4-king (in fact the unique 2-king) in T1 not belonging 
to V(T) .  This is a contradiction to (c). So, 7"1 has at least two transmitters. Then 
K4(T1 ) = 13, a contradiction to (b). 
(2) T1 has no transmitter: Let a E M(AI )  and b E M(B1) .  Then a,b 6 K4(T1), and, 
by (c), a E K4(A) and b E Ka(B). Suppose that there is a vertex x E K4(A) which is 
toppled, i.e. x ~ K4(T1). Then, by Lemma 3 and (c), b ~ x U A' and, by Corollary 2, 
dl (b ,B ' )  = 2 (d and dl are distances in T and T1, respectively). As x E K4(A), 
d(x ,b)  = 3 and so dl(x,A')<~4. On the other hand, x ~ Ka(TI), so there is a vertex 
y E V(T I )  such that dl(X,y)>~5. Obviously, y E B', and so y ~ x. We show now 
that y is a 4-king in T1. 
Let t be any vertex of Tl. 
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(a) t E B: Since x E K4(A) then dl(x,t)<~d(x,t)<<.3. As y ---+ x, dl(y,t)<~4, i.e. 
dl(y,B)<~4. 
(b) t E A: Now d(x,t) = 2 or d(x,t) = 4. I f  d(x,t) -- 2, then obviously, dl(y,t)<~3. 
I f  d(x, t) = 4, let x ~ bl ~ al ~ b2 ~ t be a shortest x - t path in T. As dl (x, y)  i> 5 
implies y ~ al we obtain dl(y,t)<~3. So, dl(y,A)<<.3. 
(c) t E A': Let x ~ bl --+ a~ --~ b be a shortest x - b path in T. Arguing as in (b) 
we conclude that y--* al and d l (y ,b )= 2, implying dl(y,t)<~3. Hence, dl(y, AP)<~3. 
(d) t E B': As s~(t) > 0, there is a vertex t' in A1 with t' ~ t. I f  t' E A, since 
dl(y,t')<<.3 (by case (b) above), dl(y,t)<~4. I f  t' E A', since dl(y,t')<~3 (by case (c) 
above), dl(y,t)<~4. In any case, dl(y,B')<~4. 
Taking into account (a) - (d)  we see that y E B t is a 4-king in 7'1, a contradiction 
to (c). The proof is complete. [] 
Given non-negative integers tl, re, cl, c2, a bipartite tournament T(A, B) is said to have 
the (tl, t2; Cl, c2)-property (t for 'topple' and c for 'create') if there exists a bipartite 
supertournament TI(A1,B1) of T(A,B) such that 
(i) exactly tl 4-kings of  A and t2 4-kings of  B of T(A,B) are not 4-kings in 
TI(A1,B1); 
(ii) exactly cl 4-kings of  A1 and c2 4-kings of  B1 are not vertices of  A and B, 
respectively. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 8 is that there is no bipartite tournament with 
the (q,t2;0,0)-property for t~ +t2 > 0. 
Lemma 9. There is no bipartite tournament with the 
(a) (tl,t2;Cl,0)-property for tl > O, Cl > 1. 
(b) (q,tz;O, c2 )-property for t2 >0,  c2 > 1. 
(c) (q,0; 1,O)-property for tl > 1. 
(d) (0,t2;0, 1)-property for tz > 1. 
(e) (tl, 1;Cl,C2)-property for tl > O, cl +c2 = 1. 
(f) (1,t2;Cl,C2)-property for t2 > O, Cl + c2 = 1. 
Proof. (a) Suppose to the contrary that there exists a bipartite tournament T(A,B) with 
the (tl,t2;cl,0)-property, tl > 0, Cl > 1. Let TI(A1,B1) be a corresponding supertourna- 
ment of  T(A,B) and let Ka(A1 -A)  be the set of  Cl new 4-kings in A1 -A .  Let x E A be 
one of the tl toppled 4-kings. As x is not a 4-king in 7"1 there is a 4-king ul of  T1 such 
that dl(x, ul) > 4 (Lemma 5). I f  Ul E AUB, then as x C Ka(T), d(x, ul)<~4, and, con- 
sequently, dl(X, Ul)<<.4, a contradiction. So, ul ~A UB. As c2 = O, ul E Ka(A1 -A) .  
From d(x,B)<<.3 and dl(x, ul) > 4 it follows ul ~ B. Since ul is not the unique 
4-king of  T1, Sl(Ul) > 0 and B1 -B  ~ 0 (s I denotes the indegree in T1). Let vl be a 
vertex of  B1 -B  dominating ul. As c2 = 0, vl is not a 4-king of  T1 and (by Lemma 5) 
there is a 4-king u2 of T1 such that dl(vl,u2) > 4. Since Ul --* B and s~(z) > 0 for 
each z C Ka(A), dl(vl,Kn(T))<~3. So, u2 C K4(A1 -A)  - ul. Obviously, u2 --~ vl and 
u2 ~ B (as vl ~ Ul ~ B and dl(Vl,U2) > 4). 
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Let s be the maximal integer such that there are ul,u2 . . . . .  Us E K4(AI -A )  and 
vl,v2 . . . . .  vs E B1 - B where {ul,u2 . . . . .  u~} --+ B, ui ~ vj for each l~<j < i<~s and 
vi ~ uj for each l <.j<.i<~s. Obviously, 2<<.s<~min{cl,tB1 -B I} .  Since Vs is not a 
4-king, there is a 4-king u~+l such that dl(Vs, Us+l) > 4. Using the same arguments 
as above we obtain that Us+l E K4(A1 -A -  ul -u2  . . . . .  u,), us+l --+ B and 
u~+l ~ {Vl,V2 . . . . .  v~}. Also there is V~+l E B1 -B -  vj -v  2 . . . . .  v s such that 
v~+l ~ {ul,u2 . . . . .  Us, Us+l}. This contradicts the maximality of s. 
(b) As (a). 
(c) Like in (a), let x E K4(A) be one of the tl toppled 4-kings of T(A,B)  and ul 
the unique 4-king of A1 -A .  As x is not a 4-king in 7"1 there is a 4-king u2 in T1 such 
that dl(X, U2)> 4 (Lemma 5). As x E K4(T), u2 ~A UB. As c2 = 0, u2 E K4(A1 -A) .  
So, by the uniqueness of ul, u2 = ul. Since dl(x, ul) > 4, ul ~ B. If  s~(u~) > O, 
then arguing as in (a) we obtain another 4-king u2 EA I -  A contradicting cl = 1. So, 
ul---~B1. By Theorem 3, k4(A)>~2 implies k4(B)~>2 in T(A,B). Since t2=0, k4(B)~>2 
in TI(A,B) contradicting Ul ~ Bl. 
(d) As (c). 
(e) Similar to (c). 
(f) As (e). [~ 
In general we have 
Theorem 6. Given non-negative inteoers tt,t2,cl,c2, there exists a bipartite tourna- 
ment with the (tl, t2; cl,c2)-property except for  cases 
(a) (tl,t2;0,0), tl +t2 >0.  
(b) (tl,t2;cbO), tl >0,  e 1 > 1. 
(C) (h,t2;O, c2), t2 >0,  C2 > 1. 
(d) (tl,0; 1,0), tl > 1. 
(e) (0, t2;0, 1), t2 > 1. 
(f) (t1,1;cl,c2), tl >0,  cl +c2 = 1. 
(g) (1,t2;cl,c2), t2>0,  cl +c2 = 1. 
Proof. It immediately follows, from Lemmas 8 and 9, that there is no bipartite tourna- 
ment with any one of properties (a)- (g) .  I f  a quadruple (h, t2; Cl,C2) is none of these 
we show that there is a bipartite tournament T(A,B)  with the property (h,t2;cl,c2). 
Case 1: c l >0 ,  c2 >0.  Let A =PUR,  B = QUS,  PAR = QnS = 13, where 
IPI/> 1, IQJ/> 1, lRI > tl, IsI > t2. Let R' and S' be subsets of R and S, respectively, 
such that ]R'] =t l ,  Is'l =t2. (If tl =0  (resp. t2=o),  we assume R' -- 13 (resp. S' = 13).) 
The arc set of T(A,B)  is given by P ---, Q, R ~ S, Q --~ R, S ---, P. Such a T(A,B)  is 
obviously an all-4-kings bipartite tournament since P, Q, R, S are all ¢ 13. We show 
that T(A,B)  has the (q, t2; cl, c2)-property. 
Let TI(A1,B1 ) be a bipartite tournament whose vertex set is given by: Al = A @ U, 
Bl =BU W, A A U =BN W = 13, IUI = cl, IWI =c2 .  The arc set of TI(AbB1) 
concludes all of the arcs of T(A,B)  together with (R -R  ~) ~ W, U ~ S 'uQ;  
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all unspecified arcs are directed from B1 to A1. Since U ~ Q, Q ~ R, R ~ S and 
(R-R')  ---+ W, dl(U,S-S')<,4 and dl(U, W)~4.  It is easy to check that d l ( (A l -R ' )U  
(B~ -S ' ) ,  V(T1))~<4 and that d~(R', W) = d~(S', U) = 5. So, K4(T~) = (Aa -R ' ) t3  
(B1 -S t ) .  The adding of  new vertices U t_J W and corresponding arcs to the bipartite 
tournament T(A,B) resulted in the bipartite tournament TI(A1,B1 ), such that tl 4-kings 
of  A and t2 4-kings of  B have been toppled while Cl new 4-kings have appeared in 
AI -A  and c2 new 4-kings have appeared in B1 -B .  
Case 2: ci > 0, c2 = 0. I f  tl =0  we simply follow the construction of  TI(A1,Ba) 
above with R r = W = (0. So, assume that tl > 0. 
I f  tl = 1, then by (b) and (g) el = 1 and t2 =0.  Each bipartite tournament T(A,B) 
with a unique transmitter in A has the property (1,0; 1,0). Indeed, TI(AbB1) can be 
described as follows: A1 = A U {u}, B1 = B U {v}, u --~ B1, v ~ A. 
I f  tl > 1, then by (b), Cl = 1 and by (d) and (f), t2 > 1. Now take any bipartite 
tournament T(A,B), of the type (tl, tl; t2, t2)4 (existing by Theorem 4). T~(A1,BI) can 
be defined as: A1 = A U {u}, B1 = B, u --~ Ba. 
Case 3: cl = 0, c2 > 0. As Case 2. 
Case 4: Cl = c2 = 0. Then, by (a), t~ = t2 : 0. Each bipartite tournament T trivially 
has the property (0, 0; 0, 0). We simply put Tl = T. 
The proof is complete. [] 
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